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Software on Earth Observing 1 
• Streamlined Earth Observing 1 (E0-1) operations over past 1 O 
years by integrating automation and autonomy 
• Installed Autonomous Science Experiment (ASE) flight software in 2003 
• Added Open Geospatlal Consortium (OGC) Sensor Web Enablement 
(SWE) compatible web service interfaces in 2008 
· • Added OGC compatible data processing web service interfaces and 
software to automate data product production 2008/2009 
• Added Campaign Manager for workflow management to orchestrate the 
various OGC web services and to provide greater user access to E0-1 in 
2008/2009 
• Experimenting with OGC standards to provide easier user access 





E0-1 Original Operations Flow to Task Sensors & 
Access Science (2000 - 2003) 

















Revised Operations Flow To Task Sensors and Access 















Added Web 2.0 Capabilities to Streamline and Make 
Mo~e User/Web Friendly (2008/2009) 
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Examples of Onboard Processing with Possible 
Autonomou~ Triggers 
Cloud classifier 
Snow, water, Ice, 
land{SWIL) 
classifier 
As of July 20, 2007: 
Thermal classifier for < 
volcanoes and fires 
Sulfur classifier 
added July 2007 
Total Images taken for life of E0-1 mission .. approx 35,000 
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SensorWeb High Level Architecture 
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.Acreate, edit, test 
V'algorithms/classlfiers for use • 
onboard spa~basedf nsors . 
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